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EDITORIAL NOTE 

 

Food networks are an incredible entire framework approach 

to address the examples of biodiversity and energy stream in a 

promptly quantifiable system manageable to similar 

investigations. Incorporated hypothesis and information on 

complex trophic communications give valuable and novel 

approaches to contemplate biological system structure, elements, 

capacity and solidness. Freshwater environment has contributed 

impressively to the progression of food-web biology. This has 

happened through early use of methodological advances, for 

example, stable isotope examination and portrayal of the 

absolute most definite food networks, including Little Rock 

Lake and the Broad stone Stream food networks .Freshwater 

food networks are regularly exceptionally settled, albeit the 

incorporation of parts, for example, microorganisms keeps on 

being testing. Attributes of stream food networks seem to 

incorporate high paces of omnivore and a solid part for body 

size as an organizing impact. 

While freshwater environment has regularly included scene 

factors, food networks from freshwaters have frequently been 

gathered at little spatial scales. There is a need to adopt a scene 

strategy to the investigation of food-web elements in freshwater 

biological systems. Investigations of food networks that adopt 

an exploratory strategy or use regular slopes stay uncommon yet 

will be fundamental to unwinding causative connections 

between changing ecological conditions and food-web 

construction and elements .Emerging headings in freshwater 

food-web research include coordinating individual-level variety 

and data on qualities into food-web contemplates. Additionally, 
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spread articles. The full scale spineless creatures of freshwater 

wetlands offer critical help to the sea-going food web and add  

to biological system strength through food of cultivatable fish, 

sea-going birds and other natural life. Their Piece, wealth and 

circulation design goes about as an environment list, in this 

manner demonstrating trophic structure, water quality and 

eutrophication level of the biological system. Presently a-days 

wetlands and other profound water natural surroundings is 

around the world a subject of incredible biological interest due 

to their financial qualities and environment administrations 

which has required the requirement for dependable expansive 

based data on their environmental status. The natural working  

of these biological systems has been greatly influenced by the 

developing anthropogenic exercises. The Kashmir Himalayan 

valley, supporting heap of wetlands like Hygam, Hokersar, 

Shallabugh, Malgam, Mirgund and so forth, has been seeing  

quick eco-corruption,  particularly  since  most  recent  couple  

of many years. Shallabughwetland, an average Kashmir 

Himalayan water body is taken care of by the Sindh Nalla 

toward the west of the Anchar Lake. 

The wetland is of extraordinary financial significance 

considering it’s anything but a rich archive of Avifaunal, 

macrophytic and zoo benthic variety. During the previous few 

years the space of the wetland has significantly diminished 

because of different the environment is  the  local  area  of  

living beings related to non-living segments of their current 

circumstance, interfacing  as  a  framework. A natural  pyramid 

is the graphical depiction of the number, energy, and biomass   

of the reformist trophic levels of a climate. Charles Elton was 

the essential earthy person to depict the normal pyramid and its 

overseers in 1927. The biomass, number, and energy of natural 

substances going from the creator level to the client level are 

tended to as a pyramid; thus, it is known as the natural pyramid. 

The establishment of the normal pyramid incorporates the 

creators, followed by fundamental and assistant  purchasers.  

The Tertiary buyers hold the highest point. In some normal 
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hierarchies, the quaternary customers are at the real pinnacle of 

the developed lifestyle. The producers generally  overshadow 

the fundamental buyers and nearly, the fundamental customers 

pre-dominate the helper clients. All in all, apex trackers 

moreover seek after comparative course as various buyers; 

wherein, their numbers are broadly lower than the assistant. 

clients. For example, Grasshoppers feed on yields like cotton 

and wheat, which are bountiful. These grasshoppers are then, at 

that point pursued by typical mice, which are comparably less  

in number. The mice are pursued by snakes like cobras. Snakes 

are in the long run pursued by zenith trackers, for instance, the 

natural shaded snake hawk. 


